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INTRODUCTION
This handbook has been produced to help you resolve interference to
your television, stereo or telephone equipment. Part I identifies some of
the more common sources of interference to television reception . It also
contains illustrations of various types of interference that may affect
your television reception. Recommendations to help you locate the source
of the interference and determine an appropriate solution are provided .
Part II concerns interference to other electronic equipment. Resolution of
interference problems usually requires cooperation between equipment
owners . Part III provides references for assistance from equipment
manufacturers, distributors and service technicians.

The Commission encourages consumers to be sure that their TV, stereo,
or other electronic equipment can sufficiently reject undesired radio

frequencysignals. Likewise, transmitter operators must take all necessary
steps to reduce or eliminate interference from their equipment



PART I

SOURCES OF INTERFERENCE
TO TELEVISION RECEPTION

CHAPTER1

TWO-WAY RADIO TRANSMITTER INTERFERENCE

This pattern may appear on your television screen when your set is
receiving signals froma CB,amateur,police, orother two-way radiotransmitter .

The pattern will only appear when the operator transmit It may vary
according to the type of signal being received . You may also hear the
operator's voice.



Your first step is to look for one or more of the common problems listed
below and attempt the recommended solutions. These problems are all
potential reasons why your television may receive interference.

VCR connection

PROBLEM:

Cable TV connection
-defective splitter
-damaged cables
-loose or open connectors
-incompatible converter
boxes

-illegal taps

Broken or disconnected lead-in
antenna wires

Twin-lead antenna wire

Indoor antenna (rabbit ears)

Poor outdoor antenna location

Distance from TV transmitter

Inadequate booster or distribution
amplifier

INFORMATION FOR TV OWNER

RECOMMENDED
SOLUTIONS:

See "VCR", page 15.

-Repair or replace
-Contactcable company
-Contactcable company
-Replace: if owned. If leased,

contactcable company
-Remove or contact cable company

Replace or repair

Replace using coaxial cable with
matching transformers (often called
baluns)

Replace with an outdoor antenna

Reposition antenna for best reception

Consider installation of a highly
directional outdoor antenna if more
than 25-35 miles from TV transmitter

. See "fringe area reception,
page 17.

Install filters, repair or replace
malfunctioning amplifier as

required. See "Booster amplifiers,
page 16 .



These common problems may not be the only cause of your interference.
The recommended solution may not work . If your interference problem
continues, try installing a high-pass filter on the back of your TV set at
the antenna terminals. Follow installation instructions that accompany the
filter.

If the filter does not work, you should locate the owneror operator of the
radio transmitter. Give them a copy of the Radio Transmitter Operator
Information section of this handbook. If you do not know whothe operator
is, check your neighbors' roofs and yards for one of the antennas shown
below. Any radio transmitter within 500 feet of your residence can cause
interference. If there are several antennas in your neighborhood, contact
the owner of the one nearest you. Also attempt to determine if the nearest
transmitter is being operated when your TV is receiving the interference.
Your neighbors may also be able to help you locate the operator.

If the interference continues after the transmitter operator implements
our recommended solutions, contact your equipment manufacturer or a
qualified service technician for alternative solutions.

INFORMATION FOR RADIO TRANSMITTER OPERATORS

If you receive a complaint about interference from your radio transmitter
you should voluntarily take the steps outlined below. This may prevent the
Federal Communications Commission from directing you to do so.

The following problems are common reasons why transmitters cause
interference. Follow the recommended solutions. If you need assistance with
any of these solutions contact your dealer, equipment manufacturer, or a
local transmitter repair shop. NOTE: IT 1S ILLEGAL TO USEA LINEAR
AMPLIFIER WITH CB EQUIPMENT.



INFORMATION FOR CB OPERATORS

Harmonics or spurious emissions

Illegally installed equipment. that
VIOLATES TYPE ACCEP
TANCE RULES such as extra
channels, external attachments,
rewired circuits or extra switches

Location of antenna

Level of transmitter output power
exceeds legal 4 watt limit

RECOMMENDED
SOLUTIONS:

Permanently disconnect the illegal
device.

Install a low-pass filter in the
transmitter antenna feedline

Have transmitter technician or re-
pair shop remove operator installed
equipment.

Rotate antenna in another direction,
preferably away from nearby
residences

or
Replace it with a non-directional
antenna.

Separate horizontally as far as possible
from your neighbor's TV

antenna
or

Raise your antenna's height as
necessary within legal limits (60 feet
above ground, or up to 20 feet higher
than highest point of the structure
upon which it is mounted.)

Reduce to 4 watts

Connect transmitter chassis to a
good earth ground with large
diameter wire or copper strap.

Tighten the screws holding the
chassis and case together. Do not
operate the transmitter with its case
or cover removed



Harmonics and spurious
emissions

Use of maximum power levels

High gain or directional antenna

Poor grounds

INFORMATION FOR AMATEUR OPERATORS

PROBLEM: RECOMMENDED
SOLUTIONS:

Install a low-pass filter in the
antennafeed line, or in the coaxial link

to the antenna tuner
or

Install a filter between the transmitter
(exciter) and the input to the

amplifier. A second filter should be
installed at the amplifier's output .

Conduct tests by reducing your
power to determine the effect that
reduced power will have on the level
of interference. If lower power
operations reduce or eliminate the
interference, you may wish to con.
sider operating at the lower power
whenever possible. This may help
restore harmony to the
neighborhood.

The effective radiated power(ERP)
of high gain antennas operated at
maximum power levels can create a
"blanketing" effect. Consider using
a non-directional antenna or reduced

operating power.

Ground transmitter to a metallic
cold water pipe or a ground rod
driven at least 8 feet into the
ground . Ground lead should be at
least #10 wire, copper ribbon or
strap.

Local interference committees are available to help amateurs resolve their
interference problems. For assistance in locating a committee in your area,
contact the American Radio Relay League, Newington. Connecticut 06111,
or the nearest FCC office listed on page 36.



CHAPTER 2

ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE

PATTERN A

	

PATTERN B

Pattern A above may appear on your television screen when your set is
reacting to an electrical device operating in or near your home. Pattern
B can be caused by radio frequency energy generated by power lines or
power line equipment . One way to determine if the interference is confined

to your home is to check whether your neighbors are also experiencing
the problem. If not, the interference is probably caused by something
within your home The operation ofelectric razors, hair dryers, electric drills
and saws also cause temporary interference problems You may choose to
tolerate these types of interference since they are temporary and often
expensive to eliminate

COMMON ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE SOURCES

The most common sources of electrical interference in the home are:

Doorbell transformers (See page 12)
Toaster ovens
Electric blankets
Fans
Heating pads
Light dimmer controls
Switch contacts, such as those found on dishwashers,
refrigerators and other home appliances
Aquarium or waterbed heaters
Sun lamps
Furnace controls
Smoke precipatators or detectors
Home computers
Ultrasonic pest control devices



- Lights : fluorescent and mercury vapor
- Neon signs
- Power company electrical equipment (See page 12)

Less common electrical interference sources include:

- Loose fuses or electrical wiring connections
- Sewing machines
- Electrical toys, such as trains
- Calculators
- Electric fences
- Cash registers
- Lightning arrestors
- Video games

WARNING
TO AVOID AN ELECTRICAL SHOM ELECTRICAL OR

ELECTRONICEQUIPMENT SHOULD ONLY BE MODIFIED BY
QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIANS.

Portable AM radios are susceptible to electrical interference. Use your AM
radio to conduct the following "test." This test may help you to locate the
device that is causing interference to your TV.

Turn on the portable AM radio and place the indicator between stations
at the lower end of the dial until you hear static or a buzzing sound. Move
from room to room using the radio as a detection device to locate the source
of interference. The noise will be loudest in the room where the interference
is originating. Unplug each of the devices previously mentioned, one at a
time, until the interference disappears from your TV. The device that you
discover is causing the interference must be repaired or replaced .

Another way to discover the source of interference to your TV is to go to
the main fuse or circuit breaker box in your home. Remove one fuse at a
time, or shut off one circuit breaker at a time, and see if the interference
goes away. If the interference does not disappear, replace the fuse or turn
the circuit breaker back on . Continue this process until the interference
disappears

When the circuit that supplies the power to the TV is turned off, plug the
TV into another circuit. This will enable you to determine if the interference
is being generated by a device that is powered by the same circuit as your
TV.



If the interference pattern disappears from your TV set when a fuse is
removed or a circuit breaker is turned off, go to the area that receives the
electricity supplied by the disconnected circuit. Look for any of the devices
previously mentioned. If you find any of them, first, replace the fuse or
turn the circuit breaker back on . Then unplug the device suspected of causing

the problem. If several devices are on this circuit unplug them one at
a time until the interference disappears.

If this process does not uncover the source of your interference, ask your
immediate neighbors if they are also receiving the interference.. If so, your
neighbors may want to run the same circuit breaker test.

POWER COMPANY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

If you determine that the interference is not caused by any device in your
home or that of your neighbor(s), contact the service department of your
local power company. They should investigate the problem and take steps
to correct it. You may want to assure that your power company checks for:

- Defective line insulators
- Loose or unbonded hardware
- Discharges from defective lightning arrestors
- Defective transformers

If the power company does not respond to your request for assistance, you
may contact the nearest FCC office for help.

DOORBELL TRANSFORMERS

Doorbell transformers can cause interference to your television reception.
This type of interference is characterized by Pattern A shown on page 10,
which will appear at approximately seven second intervals. It might be
helpful to understand why this occurs.

If a doorbell button is pressed too long or if the button becomes stuck,
the doorbell power transformer can overheat, causing a fire hazard . For
protection, doorbell transformers include an automatic safety switch that
turns off the transformer when overheating occurs. After the switch
automatically turns the transformer off, it will cool and turn itself back
on. This automatic on/off cycle produces a small arc which causes electrical
interference. This temperature sensitive device can become defective and
react to surrounding temperature changes, especially when the transformer
is located ig a hot attic. Interference problems from doorbells are generally

corrected by having an electrician replace the transformer. The doorbell
button should also be examined for jamming, and replaced if defective.



CHAPTER

FM RADIO TRANSMITTER INTERFERENCE

This pattern may appear on your TV screen when interference is caused
by signals from an FM radio transmitter. The Commission encourages new
FM station applicants to consider potential wide spread interference

problemsand minimize them by selecting a proper transmitter location . FM
station operators are required to respond to all reasonable interference

complaintsonce the station begins operating. Therefore, you should first
contactthe FM Station Manager, Chief Operator or Chief Engineer for

assistance. If only TV Channel 6 is affected, you should contact the TV
station .

There are two common interference problems that involve FM stations
The first problem may arise when you are receiving a distant TV signal
and a new FM station begins operating in your area. Your TV receiver may
respond to the nearby FM signal, which may overpower your TV signals
It is important to recognize that TV signals are only designed to be received
within a limited number of miles (or radius) of the transmitter. Any TV
beyond this is called "fringe area' reception. Although fringe area

receptionmaybesatisfactoryto you, you areonly receivingaweak signal. That
signal is highly susceptible to interference Sometimes, installation of an
FM band rejection filter and/or a highly directional antenna may reduce
your interference problem. The Chief Engineer of the FM station is a good
source of information about interference resolution techniques if you are
not satisfied with the station's response, contact your local FCC office listed
in Chapter 7.



A second problem may arise when you attempt to receive a TV signal with
a booster amplifier installed in your antenna system . Booster amplifiers
are subject to overloading by strong nearby FM signals When overloading
occurs you should install an FM band rejection filter or a tunable FM

rejectiontrap in the feedline between your antenna and booster. In extreme
cases it may be necessary to install a second filter. If so, place the second
filter in series with the first one, or at the input terminals of your TV
receiver. If your booster amplifier is defective or malfunctioning, it could
cause interference throughout your neighborhood . You should have any such
booster repaired or replaced . Seepage 16 for more information on booster
amplifiers.



CHAPTER 4

COMPUTERS, PAGING SYSTEMS, VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDERS (VCRs), BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS

COMPUTERINTERFERENCE

Computer interference will normally disrupt only your TV reception.
Greater distances between theTV and computer may resolve the problem.
Occasionally, your computer system may cause interference to your
neighbor's TV reception . Ifthis occurs, you are required to discontinue

usingyour computer system until you can eliminate the interference problem.

Consult your owner's manual or the computer dealer or manufacturer.

Possible solutions include:

PAGING SYSTEM INTERFERENCE

You may hear the tone or voice transmission from a one-way common
carrier paging system coming through your TV set. The Commission

requirespaging system operators to respond to interference caused by their
transmissions while in the developmental licensing process. If the operator
fails to respond to your request . you may contact your local FCC office
listed in Chapter 7 of this handbook .

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS (VCRs)

VCRs can receive interference from nearby radio
lransmitters. To

determine
if your VCR is receiving the interference and not your TV, turn your

TV on, and your VCR off. If the interference continues, the unwanted signal
may be entering through either your TV set or antenna system . If the

interferencedisappears, your VCR is picking up the signal .

There are several ways that interference may, enter a VCR:

- Directly through the VCR case to its internal components
- Through VCR connections and/or cables
- Through the power cord.

- Replacing connecting wires with coaxial cables
- Replacing push-on connectors with screw-on connectors

If these do not work contact the VCR manufacturer for alternative
solutions .



BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS

A variety of patterns may appear on your TV screen because of booster
amplifier interference Sometimes a wavy pattern may appear, or the screen
may black out for short intervals If your antenna system uses a booster
amplifier, disconnect it . Then connect the antenna directly to your television

set. If the interference disappears, have your booster amplifier repaired
or replaced. If your TV is connected to a Master Antenna Television (MATV)
system, and is receiving interference, contact the building management .
If you own your TV antenna system, attempt to locate the amplifier.
Amplifiers can be located:

-

	

On the back of a TV
- On an outdoor antenna
- Along a distribution wire that leads from the antenna to the TV

-Ina clothes closet, basement, attic or garage

If the interference persists with your
amplifier disconnected and bypassed, you may be receiving interference from a neighbor's amplifier. If several

neighbors with booster amplifiers all receive interference, the one with the
most severe interference is probably the one with the defective amplifier.
Sometimes everyone in the neighborhood with an amplifier will have to
disconnect and bypass their amplifier, one at a time, to discover which one
is defective Locating a defective amplifier can be difficult . The TV antenna

connected to the defective amplifier can radiate interference over an
entire neighborhood .

Booster and distribution amplifiers are also susceptible to nearby radio
transmitter signals The installation of filters before and after the amplifier
will normally eliminate this kind of interference. If the amplifier is close
to the TV, only one filter before the amplifier may be required.



CHAPTER 5

OTHER INTERFERENCE INFORMATION

FRINGE AREA RECEPTION

TV stations are intended to serve viewers only within a limited distance
of their transmitters Any TV reception beyond this distance is called
"fringe area" reception . Although fringe area signals may be satisfactory,
they are weak signals that are highly susceptible to interference and are
not protected by the Commission . If the installation of a directional anten-
na or filter on your TV set fails to eliminate the interference problem,

consideralternative TV services. Cable, satellite, and TV translators are
possible alternatives.

GHOSTING

Two conditions may cause a double image ofoneTV program("ghosting")
to appear on your screen . Ghosting may be caused by the TV signal being
reflected, or your TV's antenna or antenna lead-in wire may be in poor

condition. Notice that the two images produced by ghosting are the same.
Ghosting occurs when aTV signal is being reflected off- a mountain, building,
or other man-made structure. The signals travel over different paths to your
TV set and arrive at slightly different times Rotate your TV antenna to
a new position, or install a shielded ("coax") lead-in wire. These measures
may resolve this problem . If these solutions are not effective, have a

servicerepresentative check the condition of your antenna and replace both
the antenna and antenna lead-in wire.

CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE

Images from two TV programs will appear on your screen when your set
simultaneously receives two TV signals. Note that the two images are

different,as though one picture has been placed on top of the other. Co-channel
interference may be caused by either atmospheric conditions, or the

locationof the TV station in relationship to your home. Problems caused by
atmospheric conditions probably cannot be corrected. However, such

conditionsare usually temporary. Problems caused by the location of your home
may be reduced or eliminated by installing a more highly directional

antenna,or relocating the existing one to a position that best improves
reception .



PART II

INTERFERENCE TO OTHER
EQUIPMENT

CHAPTER 6

TELEPHONES, ELECTRONIC ORGANS. AMIFM RADIOS,
STEREO AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Telephones, stereos, computers, electronic organs and home intercom
devices can receive interference from nearby radio transmitters. When this
happens, the device improperly functions as a radio receiver. Proper
shielding or filtering can eliminate such interference The device receiving
interference should be modified in your home while it is being affected by
interference. This will enable the service technician to determine where
the interfering signal is entering your device.

The device's response will vary according to the interference source. If,
for example, your equipment is picking up the signal of a nearby two-way
radio transmitter, you likely will hear the radio operator's voice. Electrical
interference can cause sizzling, popping or humming sounds

When electrical interference occurs you should try to locate the source
of the interference. Follow the directions on page 10 .

WARNING
TO AVOID AN ELECTRICAL SHOCK, ELECTRICAL OR

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SHOULD ONLY BE MODIFIED
BY QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIANS

TELEPHONES

Signals from nearby radio transmitters can enter your telephone system
through:

- The telephone wire leading to the house
- The telephone wiring inside the house

- The telephone itself.



The interference will frequently enter through the telephone itself. Many
new models (both pulse and tone types) include features such as

automaticredialing and push-button dialing. These features use transistor
technology . The transistorized circuits in some of these telephones have
not been designed to offer interference protection . Telephone interference

can usually be elimated by installing filters .

The effectiveness of filtering may vary according to the type of telephone .
In some cases, a filter installed at the microphone terminal inside the
mouthpiece of the handset will elimate the problem. Modifying your
telephone may sometimes be impractical or expensive . When it is,

consider changing toanother brand ormodel withbetterinterference protection .Price does notnecessarily insuregoodinterferenceprotection .

See the FCC Bulletin entitled, 'Telephone Interference" for further
information.

CORDLESS TELEPHONES

Cordless telephones use radio frequencies . They are actually small two
way radio systems. As with any two-way radio, they are susceptible to
interference from nearby radio transmitters, including other nearby

cordlesstelephones . The FCC does not protect cordless telephones from
interference. However, you may contact the manufacturer of the telephone for

assistance. Ifyour cordless telephone causes interference to someone else's
equipment, youmust stop using it until the interference is eliminated.

SERVICE REFERRALS

Ownyour own telephone

	

Dealer or manufacturers service
representative

Lease your telephone

	

Your telephone company's service
center

Owna cordless telephone

	

Manufacturer or dealer

WARNING
Telephones may only be internally modified by the manufacturer
or an FCC registered telephone refurbisher. This rule is designed to
ensure that telephones continue to comply with FCC registration

standards. The local telephone company may also be willing to modify your
equipment . Some states allow telephone companies to charge for this
service, regardless of whether you lease or own your telephone.



ELECTRONIC ORGANS

If your electronic organ receives radio transmitter interference, contact
.your electronic organ manufacturer.

AM AND FM RADIOS

: Sources of interference to television reception can also cause interferenceto AM and FMradio reception. Refer to Part I ofthis handbook .

If your AM or FM radio is receiving electrical interference, relocation of
the radio within the home may reduce the interference to a tolerable level.
If this does not work, locate the electrical device by using the information
beginning on page 10 of this handbook .

Other interference problems may be caused by :

- receiver overload from a nearby transmitter of any type, or
- spurious emissions from a nearby amateur or CB transmitter.

The most likely problem to occur is receiver overload . When overload
occurs, it can often be corrected by installing filters or making other
modifications to the affected receiver. If spurious emissions are the

problem,filtering of the transmitter must be made Therefore, you should try
to locate the transmitter operator. Information about locating transmitter
operators begins on page 7 of this handbook .

If one radio station can be heard at two points on the dial, the problem
may be due to "image response". If it can be heard on several adjacent
channels, the problem may be due to poor receiver selectivity. It is
usually impractical or expensive to modify the receiver to overcome these
problems. Therefore, you may wish to consider changing to another model
or brand of receiver.

WARNING:
TO AVOID AN ELECTRICAL SHOCK ELECTRICAL OR

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SHOULD ONLY BE MODIFIED
BY QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIANS

STEREO AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Replace any unshielded wires in other equipment, such as stereos, hi-fi
systems, or audio amplifiers with high quality shielded wires. If this does
not resolve the problem, consult a qualified service technician .











































CHAPTER 9

TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR SERVICE
TECHNICIANS

THIS SECTIONOF THEHANDBOOK IS INTENDED FOR USEBY
TV AND RADIO SERVICE TECHNICIANS. IT IS NOT INTENDED
FOR USE BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC. TO AVOID ELECTRIC
SHOCKS, ALL MODIFICATIONS TO ELECTRICAL OR

ELECTRONICEQUIPMENTSHOULD BEPERFORMEDBYQUALIFIED
SERVICE TECHNICIANS.

This chapter contains three sections . Section one involves radio transmitter
modifications. Section twoprovides information about modifying televisions

Section three provides information about how to resolve FM,
electricaland audio interference problems,

It would be helpful if the person you are assisting obtains the cooperation
of the transmitter operator or complainant involved . This cooperation will
enable you to determine if your modifications are effective.

SECTION ONE

RADIO TRANSMITTER MODIFICATIONS

Ifyouare trying to modify a radio transmitter that is causing interference
to television reception, you should determine the following :

1 Is the transmitter properly grounded? The transmitter should be
connected to a good earth ground with a large diameter wire or
copper strap. This will help reduce interference and the hazard of
electrical shock or lightning damage. Wide straps have much lower
impedance to RF energy than round wires A single piece of wire
connected to a ground rod may be an open circuit if its length is
resonant at the radio frequency.

2

	

Are harmonics or spurious emissions present? If so, you should attempt
to determine whether they are radiating from the:
-antenna
-transmission line
-transmitter cabinet

-power cord
-microphone cord
-other equipment attached to the transmitter, or
-any combination of the above.



a) First, place a low-pass filter in the antenna feedline, or in
the coaxial link to the antenna tuner. If you are servicing an
amateur transmitter with a linear amplifier attached, install a
filter between the transmitter (exciter) and the amplifier input.
Install a second filter at the output of the amplifier LINEAR
AMPLIFIERS CANNOT LEGALLY BE USED IN THE CB
RADIO SERVICE .

b) 	Next, add a line filter to the power cord in the AC outlet.

c) Then, check for cable or cord radiation using the following:
Move, twist, or loop the suspected cable or cord, or place your
hand at various places along the cord . Observe (or have someone
else observe) the level of TV interference while you are doing this.
There will probably be substantial changes in the interference
level if the problem is caused by cable or cord radiation.

d) Make sure that there are no significant RF energy levels
measurable on the exterior of the coaxial cable transmission line .
High RF levels may be caused by a poorly matched antenna system
or a break in the antenna's transmission line.

e) Make sure that all leads entering the transmitter cabinet are
adequately filtered . Any transmitter with unfiltered leads or
connectors is likely to cause interference. Leads and connectors
should be filtered at the point that they enter the equipment
chassis or metal cabinet.

f) Signal leakage problems may originate from several different
sources. Each leakage problem must be corrected individually.
You may not notice any overall improvement until all of the sources
have been corrected .

g) You may also have to reposition the ttransmitter antenna away from
the TV antenna.

3 IfTV channel 6 is most severely affected, install an external low-pass
filter. If one has already been installed, try wrapping three or four
turns of the transmitter power cord near the chassis through a
ferrite toroidal core. The core from a discarded TV deflection yoke or
flyback transformer can be used . Cores ar also available commercially.



SECTION TWO
RESOLVING INTERFERENCE AT THE TELEVISION RECEIVER
Review the "Information to TV Owner" section on page

6
of this

handbook..Determinewhatstepsyourcustomerhastakentohelpresolvethe
interference problem. If they have not tried any of the recommended

solutions,review the section mentioned
above

and try the recommended
solutions. Then:

1) Prior to working on the TV receiver, trv to determine the source of the
interference and its frequency. If the interfering frequency is on or
near the TV intermediate frequency (IF) frequency (between

approximately41 and 47 MHz), proceed directly to Step 7. For FM broadcast
interference, proceed to Step 10. For 50 to 54 MHz amateur
interference, proceed to Step 8. If the interference is not on any of
the preceeding frequencies, try these next three steps:

a) Disconnect the antenna lead from the TV receiver. If the receiver
responds to the interfering signal while the antenna is disconnected,
install an AC power line RF filter. This will help determine if the RF
from the transmitter is entering the television via the power cord .

b) Install a line filter which you may either purchase or construct by
following the schematic in Figure 1 .

AC Power Wiring Filtering



c) Try wrapping three or four turns of the TV set's power cord near
the chassis through a ferrite torodial core. The core from a

discardedTV deflection yoke or flyback transformer can be used .
Cores are also available commercially.

2) The receiver may still continue to respond to the interfering signal,
even with the power line filter installed and the receiving antenna

disconnected .When this happens, thesetitself isreceivingtheinterfering
signal directly through its internal components. Look inside the set for.

a) Evidence of repair work that was performed without replacing the
set's metal shields or housings Reinstall them as necessary.

b) Tuner defects. Ascertain that the tuner:

-is properly installed
-has its shielding intact
-has coaxial cables intact .

If necessary, , repair or replace the tuner.

3) If you do not find any defects but the problem persists, try installing
a high-pass filter (or a trap tuned to the interfering signal) directly at
the tuner input terminals.

4) See page 40 of this handbook for more information about filters
Use high pass filters with the proper cutoff frequency . If a proper
high pass filter does not provide sufficient attenuation, then install
two filters in series.

5) Reconnect the antenna. If a high-pass filter has already been installed,
and the interference continues, replace the 300 ohm twin-lead wire
with shielded cable_ Be sure to install balun transformers wherever
needed .

6) If the interference continues, loop about 3or 4 turns of the coaxial cable
near the chassis through a ferrite toroidal core. The core from a
discarded TV deflection yoke or flyback transformer can be used .
Cores are also available commercially . An additional ferrite core,
around which the power cord is looped, may also be helpful .



7) Determine whether the interference is affecting all TV channels, if so
it may be caused by the interfering signal being on the same
frequency as the receiver's intermediate frequency (IF). Receiver IF
interference only occurs when the interfering signal lies between 41-47
MHz. The most effective way to overcome the IF interference
problem is to increase the TV signal level relative to the interfering
signal . This is accomplished by:

a) Installation of traps and filters to eliminate preamplifier and
receiver overloading by the unwanted signals, and

b) Using high gain antennas and signal preamplifiers to raise the level
of TV signals at the receiver's antenna terminals enough to swamp
out the interference. This technique does not eliminate the
interference but may reduce it to a level which is not
objectionable or not noticeable.

8) Another type of interference from a nearby radio transmitter is unique
to the amateur 6 meter band, 50-54 MHz. This band is immediately
adjacent to TV Channel 2. To resolve, install a high-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency at 54 MHz. Two filters may be necessary. Try
connecting them right at the tuner input terminals . If you install them
elsewhere use shielded, short leads. You might also try repositioning
the TV antenna farther away from the transmitter antenna.

9) If the interference continues after these measures, you must refer to
the receiver service data . Check each stage for the undesired response.
Long leads to speakers and audio volume or other controls are likely to
pick up unwanted signals By-passing with capacitors to the chassis
and the shielding of long leads often eliminates such signals .

10) Thereare several different ways FM Broadcast stations may interfere
with television reception :

a) An educational FM station operating below 90 MHz may interfere
only with TV Channel 6. (Refer to page 13.)

b) An FM transmitter in the immediate vicinity may cause
blanketing of the TV receiver. The TV reception may appear
weak, with or without accompanying interference patterns

c) When a TV receiver is located near an FM transmitter, the
internal TV radio frequency (RF) and mixer stages can function
in ways that produce unwanted internal signals. This is often referred to as receiver generated harmonics.



11) The solutions to the above-described FM interference problems are:

a) FM interference to TV Channel 6 can be eliminated by installing
a tunable FM rejection trap. Tuning of the trap is critical .
Accurately tune it to the interfering FM station's frequency.

b) Blanketing interference can be eliminated by installing an FM band
rejection filter in the antenna line or installing a tunable FM trap .

c) Receiver generated harmonics in the RF input or mixer stages can
be identified by the following two methods:

i) introduce a known attentuation in the antenna feedline.
Measure whether the harmonic level in the receiver is reduced
by more than the amount of attentuation inserted . If so, the
harmonics are being generated by the receiver,

ii) Use two TV receivers that are different makes. They should
both be the same type -- either color or black and white. A
receiver generated harmonic is unlikely to appear at the same
intensity in two different receivers.

To correct receiver generated harmonics, install an FM band
rejection filter or a tunable trap (tuned to the interfering
station's frequency.)



SECTION THREE

ELECTRICAL, FM AND AI''DIO INTERFERENCE

RESOLVING ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE

Before proceeding, read the information on page 11 . If you have
completed those steps, you should already know the source of the
interference.

WARNING:

	

Check local electrical codes to determine if the device may
be modified, and whether it must be modified by a licensed
electrician. Modifications that involve bypassing with

capacitorsshould be completed with extreme care to prevent
the capacitors from shorting out the AC line AVOID
WIRING THAT COULD CONDUCT THE FULL AC
LINE VOLTAGE TO THE CASE OF THE DEVICE.
LINE VOLTAGE ON THE EXTERIOR OF DEVICES
CAN BE LETHAL.

ELECTRIC DRILLS, SAWS, MIXERS OR HAIR DRYERS

Interference from electric drills and saws is usually brief. You probably
should not modify them. Modifications may be difficult andtime-consuming.
If modifications are required, the following information may be ofassistance:

1) Drills, saws, mixers, hair dryers and other devices that use a simple
AC/DC motor usually cause interference . This interference results
from arcing between the brushes and commutator. The interference
is then transmitted through the power cord and radiated by the cord
and associated building wiring circuits Most motors are wired in
series, with the field coils connected between each brush and the
power line. Field coils help to isolate the sparking brushes from the
power line The following measures may be used to correct this type
of interference .

a) Solder a 0.001 mfd disc ceramic capacitor between each brush
holder and the motorframe using the shortest possible connecting
leads Capacitors with a rating of 1,000 volts are preferable Do
not use capacitors with less than a 600 volt rating.



b) If additional attenuation is required, connect additional 0.001
mfd disc ceramic capacitor between each side of the power line
and the motor frame. Place them as close as possible to the point
where the power wires enter the motor enclosure.

c) Very short leads between the capacitor and motor frame are
essential . If the motor is operated in a grounded metallic enclosure
these recommended capacitors should reduce the interference to
an almost inaudible level .

THERMOSTATS

Sometimes thermostatically controlled devices such as electnc blankets,
fish tank heaters and home heating/cooling units cause interference This
type of interference is caused by arcing at the contact points . Arcing results
from either worn contacts or failure of the snap action thermostat
element to exert enough pressure on the contacts to prevent arcing. To correct this type of interference:

a) Spray contact cleaner directly on the contacts if possible. This is a
temporary measure.

b) Replace the thermostatic control unit .

DIMMER OR COMBINATION CONTROLS AND SWITCHES

Light dimmer controls or combination controls and switches that utilize
SCR or triacs can produce interference . This is due to the very steep wave
front produced

by
the switching at the SCR or

triac
. Light dimmer

controlsdo not often cause television interference. However, they do cause
strong AM broadcast interference which may be difficult to completely
eliminate.

Bypassing in the manner shown in Figure 2 may be helpful.



ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE CONDUCTED BY THE POWER
LINE

To eliminate electrical interference conducted by the power line, install a
power line filter at the interference source whenever possible. Power line
filters are most effective when installed at the source of the interference
rather than at the device receiving the interference For best results, power
line filters should be installed right at the interfering appliance with the
shortest possible line cord . Otherwise, direct radiation from the line cord
between the source and the filter will be troublesome, especially at VHF
frequencies.

SUMMARY

Electrical interference is always best controlled by filtering, shielding and
bypassing as close as possible to its source. When investigating electrical
interference you should also keep in mind that the power distribution system
can generate, transmit and radiate electrical interference. Such interference
may appear similar to the type generated by defective electrical appliances .
Power line interference is frequently caused by tree branches and foliage
that comes in contact with high voltage lines, defective distribution
transformers, circuit breakers, lightning arrestors, or power line insulators.
Such interference cannot be -solved by the service technician. Report it
to the power company. Sometimes the differentiation of
appliance generated and power line generated electrical interference
sources may be difficult . You may need to have powercompany service

personneland neighborhood residents cooperate to identify the source of the
problem.

FM BROADCAST RECEIVER INTERFERENCE

I

	

FM receiver interference is not as common as TV interference. The
narrower bandwidth of FM receivers coupled with their superior
noise rejection capabilities makes them less susceptible to interference
than TV receivers. However, when power line or other electrical
interference is very strong, it may interfere with FM as well as TV
receivers.

2

	

Portable FM receivers with self contained antennas may respond to
strong signals on the image frequency, such as nearby aircraft . This
is seldom a serious problem except near airports When it is, an outside
antenna will help to resolve the problem. It may also be necessary to
install a tunable filter (tuned to the interfering signal) in the antenna
line,



3

	

CB and amateur harmonics may occasionally interfere with certain
stations. Harmonics can be eliminated only at. the offending transmitter.

4

	

Blanketing in the vicinity of a high power FM broadcast transmitter
may be troublesome and difficult to completely correct. Blanketing
may cause low receiver sensitivity or limit reception to the one strong
local station at all points on the dial . It may he necessary to resolve
the problem by installing an external antenna and a rejection filter
tuned to the local station's frequency. This maynot be entirely satisfactory since the filter may also block other stations in the part of the

broadcast band near the strong local station .

AUDIO INTERFERENCE

Audio interference is defined as the reception of unwanted radio frequency
(RF) signals or energy by an audio amplifier or transducer. This

undesirable reception occurs when the RF energy is rectified by any of
the components or conditions listed below:

-diodes
-transistors and varistors
-integrated circuits
-electron tubes
-poor solder joints,or
-faulty ground connections.

The detected signal is then picked up by the audio device and processed
along with the desired signal .

The effects of audio interference vary according to the type of modulation
employed by the interfering transmitter as follows :

AM The voice or music will be heard as any normal audio signal
applied to the amplifier. The interfering signal may be

extremelyloud and slightly distorted .

SSB On single sideband, the voices will sound garbled and
unintelligible.

FM

	

Usually no sound will be heard but the amplifier's volume
will decrease when the interfering transmitter is on . Clicks
may be heard when a two-way transmitter is keyed and
unkeyed.

TV

	

Theaudio rectification of a TV signal will make a loud buzzing
noise. The buzz will change as the TV picture changes/



1	To resolve audio interference, you should first attempt to locate where
the rectification is taking place in the audio chain . First, determine if
adjusting the volume control effects the level of interference.
a

	

If the volume of the interfering signal changes when the volume
control is moved, then the rectification is taking place BEFORE
the volume control.

b if moving the volume control has minimal or no effect, the
rectification is occuring AFTER the volume control .

2

	

Proceed to the appropriate set of solutions outlined below. If these
solutions do not resolve the audio interference problem, contact the
manufacturer for further assistance.

a Rectification BEFORE the volume control: The keys to resolving
audio rectification are proper grounding, connections. shielding,
and bypassing. A "process of elimination" approach must
often be used. A multiple input audio amplifier may be susceptible
to audio interference on one or several of the available inputs.
Low level, high impedance inputs, such as those for turntable
cartridges, tape heads and microphones are most susceptible. For
example, the only input affected may be from a turntable. When this
occurs disconnect the turntable cartridge from the amplifier's input
terminal . If the interference stops, the RF is sensed by either the
cartridge or the wire between the cartridge and the amplifier.

If it is due to broken or defective shielding on the wire, replace or
repair the wire. If the RF is picked up directly at the cartridge,
install a small RF choke and bypass capacitor. Be careful to riot
unbalance the pick-up arm or not use components that will change
the frequency response of the system .

b

	

Rectification AFTER the volume control. Adjusting the volume
control usually will not affect the interference level . When this
happens, the RF signal is entering the circuit between the volume
control and the amplifier output terminals. Begin to correct this
problem by checking for unshielded long leads to a volume control .
The RF signal must be blocked by shielding or filtering at the point
of entry. It is important that the components selected for filtering
do not alter the amplifier's audio response.



c

	

Grounding. Whether separate equipment grounding is appropriate
depends upon the type of equipment involved. Most equipment
which is not equipped with a three wire power cord should have its
chassis and cabinet grounded with a separate ground connection.
It is generally safest to connect all grounds to a good earth ground,
such as a metallic water pipe or a driven 8 foot ground rod.

d A ground which is effective for AC power may not be a good
ground for higher radio frequencies. A ground wire could be long
enough to act as a receiving antenna. Good RF grounding can
generally be achieved by use of low inductance conductors (copper
strap), bonding various equipments to each other and/or a good
earth ground .

CAUTION: BEFORE GROUNDING, MAKF CERTAIN THAT THE
EQUIPMEAT DOES NOT HAVE ONE SIDE OF ITS
POWER LLNE CONNECTED TO ITS CHASSIS. IF IT
DOES, GROUNDING THE CHASSIS WOULD BE
HAZARDOUS AND COULD RESULT IN

OVERLOADEDELECTRICAL CIRCUITS.

e

	

Some equipment may be fitted with a three conductor power cord .
This type of equipment should have the grounding conductor of its
power cord internally connected to its chassis and cabinet (if the
cabinet is metal) . This type of equipment may not need to be
grounded separately. Attaching a separate ground to such equipment

might result in the formation of aground loop. A ground loop
may aggravate any interference. Ground loops are circuits that have
zero DC potential between points but may have enough AC or RF
potential between points to allow AC or RF currents to now. When
devising grounding andbonding connection arrangements take care
to avoid creating ground loops.

Figure 3 shows the proper and improper methods of grounding
components:





f

	

Before actually connecting a ground to any equipment, measure the
voltage between the chassis andground . Take measurements with
the equipment on and off. If any appreciable voltage is found
between the chassis to be grounded and the ground wire,
determine the voltage source before making the connection .

CAUTION : SOME EQUIPMENT CHASSISAREATLINE VOLTAGE
POTENTIAL AND CANNOTBE CONNECTED DIRECTI,YTO GROUND.IN THESECIRCUMSTANCES,A

CERAMIC CAPACITOR OF 0.001 MFD AT 1 KV
SHOULD BE PLACED IN THE GROUND LEAD. THIS
CAPACOTOR ACTS AS A SHORT TO RF BUT AN OPEN
CIRCUIT TO THE 60 Hz POWER LINE,

8 SHIELDING. All speaker leads connected to audio equipment
should consist of two conductor wires with a separate shield. The
shield should be grounded ONLY at the amplifier end, and
should not be used as an audio conductor. The two internal wires
should be connected to the speaker.

h

	

POWER LINE FILTER. RF may enter the audio device through
theAC power line. There are several commercially available brands
of power line filters. A power line filter located at a wall outlet will
not prevent RF pickup by the line cord between the filter and the
amplifier. A power line filter such as the one shown in Figure I on
page 43 may be constructed when necessary. Place the filter as
close as possible to the point where the AC cord enters the
amplifier.

i POOR ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS. Poor solder connections
or old electrolytic capacitors may cause an audio rectification
problem. If all previous tests have failed, try resoldering all

connectionsin the amplifier. Also replace electrolytic capacitors. Before
actually replacing an electrolytic capacitor, try paralleling the
original capacitor with a properly functioning capacitor of like value.Thisshouldrevealanybadcapacitor.

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT

RF detection usually occurs in the input circuits of amplifiers, It can usually
he eliminated by the use" of a shunt capacitor, as shown in Figure 4.
A resistor capacitor combination may also be used as shown in Figure 5.
Make sure that the filter network you use does not affect the transistor
biasing or the amplifier's frequency response.



Capacitor values are not critical. However, ceramic capacitors are best .
Paper or plastic capacitors are not as effective for bypassing RF due to
internal and lead inductance.

Leads should be kept as short as possible especially with bypass capacitors
The lead length determines the resonant frequency, and therefore the
effectiveness o£ bypassing. Bypassing directly to the emitter is often more
effective.

Connections to the chassis or other grounds may have more induced RF
than the signal lead . If the interference increases, a ground loop has been
created. When this happens, try the inductor method . See Figure 6.



ELECTRONIC ORGANS

Organ circuits can be isolated by using the swell pedal, band box
volume,or tabs (draw bars). By adjusting each of these controls individually,

you can observe their respective effect on interference . If the
volume of the interference changes when a control is adjusted, the
RF is being detected by the amplifier somewhere before that control.
If the volume of the interference does not change, the interference is
being detected after that control.

Use this method to determine where the RF is entering the organ.
Then insert the proper filter in the appropriate circuit.

TELEPHONES

See the FCC bulletin entitled, "Telephone Interference" for further
information .

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION for service technicians about resolving
interference is available from local libraries and technical

bookstores. Handbooks are also available from :

Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C . 20006

American Radio Relay League (ARRL)
225 Main Street
Newington, Connecticut 06111



Federal Communi~atrona Comml&aion
Washington, D.C.2i0554


